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I awkwardly stumbled up the narrow stairs of 
the local bus, wiggling violently to squeeze my 
oversized backpack of paragliding gear, scuba kit 

and three months of luggage through the tiny bus door. 
“Cuanto cuesta para Fortin?” I questioned, groping for 
my wallet. “Neuve,” grunted the unimpressed driver, as 
I fumbled for 9 loose pesos before I pushed through the 
crowded bus, attracting the locals’ stares with my pasty 
gringo skin, broken Spanish and ridiculous backpack. The 
GPS location danced through a maze of google map back 

streets as the bus weaved through markets, stalls and 
parklands to Fortin de las Flores. 

Fortin (pronounced ‘fourteen’, after much confusion 
over a nonexistent ‘fortin’), was a few hours south of 
Mexico City, over the volcanic mountain ranges into lush, 
subtropical valleys, shadowed by North America’s largest 
volcano, Pico de Orizaba. The small village, bypassed by 
tourists, boasted authentic markets, excellent food and 
one of the easiest and consistent paragliding sites in 
Mexico, an isolated ridgeline with tiny gliders soaring 
along, clearly visible in the setting sun as the bus pulled 
into town. 

My phone buzzed the next morning: Time to fly! 
An easy rendezvous with Salvador, the local instructor, 
quickly turned into typical Mexican chaos: detoured and 
lost amongst confusing roadblocks, traditional stalls 

and dance parades of a massive unexpected festival 
in the town centre, I searched for my lift. No doubt I 
was easily identified though: a lone Caucasian female 
pushing aimlessly through bustling crowds with an 
oversized glider pack; and soon I packed into the car of 
local pilots and overflowing gliders heading to launch. 

We ascended the 3.5km windy road up through 
the subtropical forest, chayotole plantations and 
bamboo archways and arrived at the large manicured 
‘Las Antennaes’ launch to an incredible atmosphere: 

Flying in Fortin de Las Flores
Muddled Spanish, thermalling with vultures, tacos, pianos, 

and smooth restitutions over subtropical mountainous terrain 

– Fortin de las Flores served up the perfect mix of unlimited 

paragliding, excellent skill improvement and great memories 

with enthusiastic and extremely welcoming local pilots in this 

quiet Mexican town. 

by Molly McEwin

speakers blasted an eclectic mix of Mexican pop to 
Western classics, children flew handmade kites, and 
weekend warriors from as far as Mexico City introduced 
themselves, excited to meet the rare international pilots 
from Australia and France.

Carabiners clipped in, the chilly midmorning breeze 
blew and the wing rustled with inflation before a few 
quick steps into the light ridge lift and smooth emerging 
thermals. Cloudless mornings offered uninterrupted 
views across emerald green valleys to Pico de Orizaba. 

Vultures circled the wide, developing thermals, and 
despite surrounding sink, the entries, and accidental 
exits, were surprisingly smooth. Abundant house 
thermals triggered along the crest and, combined 
with light ridge lift, almost guaranteed height gain. 
Consecutive mistakes were easily forgiven with 
incredibly low saves, even when reduced to figure 8 
thermalling adjacent to the ridgeline. 

Early afternoon clouds developed nicely and thermals 
widened and strengthened, with respective sink, but 

were still smooth edged. I nauseously thermaled the 
drifting cores, the vario beeped and the clouds grew 
closer, but suddenly sunk as I fell out once again. I 
assiduously searched for the core, descending until 
the wing surged in and thermalling resumed, but with 
significant height loss, always challenging me to reach 
cloudbase. 

My groaning stomach and arising motion sickness 
indicated time to refuel and refresh. A short glide 
back on big ears and one pass over launch judged lift 

Glowing sunsets during restitution

Photos: Molly McEwin

The incredible views across the valley

Afternoon sun rays beaming down on the Orizaba Valley

Taking off

Local pilots playing and top landing on launch

Stormy afternoons still offered excellent flying and lift

The odd looking horseshoe stalls

First B-line stall
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strength, before I glided in and smoothly touched down 
on the concave grassy slope, bundled up the wing and 
headed for shade. Food trucks served up traditional 
Mexican delights, speakers still blasted their assorted 
music and the launch buzzed with pilots as I refuelled 
and rested my thermalling novice body before returning 
to the air. 

Clouds enveloped the midafternoon sky and 
thermals widened and smoothed, with reduced sink 
and greater buoyancy, and slowly transitioned into a 
silky smooth late afternoon restitution. I easily glided 
over the valley floor, maintaining around 500m height 
AGL with the abundant buoyancy to practice basic 
manoeuvres. Prep talks psyched me up to overcome 
nerves before I grabbed the Brisers, pulled down and 
almost lifted myself out of the harness. The wing 
deformed and fell back as my stomach simultaneously 
dropped for the brief moment of weightlessness, before 
the wing stabilised above into smooth vertical descent. 
“Hell yeah! Bline stalls,” I excitedly shouted into the 
Gopro as I released and conquered the new manoeuvre. 
Spectacular light rays pierced through the clouds as 

I glided back to the ridge for easy lift, before soon 
returning back over the valley, practising more Bline 
stalls, spirals, horseshoe stalls and wingovers. I glided 
back to the ridge after an hour of adrenaline fuelled 
excitement and satisfaction, but scratched for lift and 
joined the colourful array of gliders sinking towards 
bombout – sadly restitution spontaneously shut down. 
I landed in the soccer field’s centre circle amongst the 
local children’s match, who continued to play around 
the pilots, gliders and concertina bags. The LZ was 
filled with thumbs up, excitement and a confusing ‘at 
least a piano is better than nothing’ (after a few days, 
I discovered a ‘piano’ is Mexican slang for ‘sleddie’). 
I accepted lift offers back to town and shared the 
excitement of flying days to come. 

The week remained incredibly consistent, even on 
the cusp of the wet season (June to early October). I 
flew five out of six days (while I watched others ridge 
soar between rain cycles on the ‘nonflying’ day) with 
an average three to five hours airtime per day between 
lunch and breaks – although days were commonly flyable 
for over six hours. 

‘Las Antennas’ 
Launch was easily reached from central Fortin or LZ. I 
gratefully received lifts from instructors Salvador and 
Juan, hitchhiked, taxied (150 pesos, around AU$10), 
flagged the local 9 peso (~AU$0.60) bus, walked or any 
combination of the former. Friendly locals commonly 
offered lifts while walking, and even when my broken 
Spanish limited me to introductions, excitement always 
resulted after mentioning ‘parapentista’.

The large manicured launch was perfect for easy 
launches and top landings throughout the day. The seven 
to nine knot easterly winds were consistent from mid
morning till sunset, even during thermic afternoons with 
only light cycles and, unlike many inland sites, there was no 
strong witching hour, nor did it blow out in the afternoons.  

The site was great for learning to thermal, with 
potential for small crosscountry flights, out and 
returns and triangles, although the subtropical air, low 
cloudbases and moderate thermals limit any record 
breaking distance. The house thermals produced 
excellent lift, yet I found topping out challenging, making 
my small out and returns demanding but exciting, and 

helped improve my thermalling technique. Smooth entry 
and exits were an excellent introduction for beginners. I 
only encountered turbulence once on one unstable day’s 
mini XC attempt: right wing tip tuck, left, then right tip 
again, before the wing pitched in and abruptly ascended, 
while visiting French pilot Max laughed as he casually 
glided past to smoother thermals along the ridge. Silky 
smooth restitutions lasted to sunset or shut down 
spontaneously, but all offered hours of widespread 
buoyancy, perfect for practising basic manoeuvres, 
although the moderate 500 to 700m AGL over densely 
forested cliffs offers little hope for acro training.

The LZ was a large soccer field, a very short glide 
from the hill, with the centre circle for greater accuracy 
practice. XC landing options were ample in the valley, 
however, some caution and good observance was 
needed to avoid the abundant chaytole plantations, 
comprised of vines strung between 2m high wires and 
stakes which resembled grassy landing fields.

Overall Fortin de las Flores is an incredible paragliding 
site for beginner to intermediate pilots with consistent 
winds, easy launches, top landings and bombouts, and 
excellent for thermalling practice, basic manoeuvres and 
gaining plenty of airtime, plus fun and welcoming local 
pilots whom I cannot wait to fly with again when I return. 

   

An incredible thanks to Salvador Lara from Parapentitis 
for his unlimited knowledge sharing, lifts to launch, 

enthusiasm and excitement, as well as Juan from 
Parapent Veracruz, and the local and visiting pilots 
who made this trip absolute magic.
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Late afternon soaring in the overcast skiesLas Antennas launch as pilots set up for restitution

Locals pilots attempting triangles over the valleys

Soaring along the isolated ridgeline

Photos: Molly McEwin

Looking out towards North America’s highest peak, Pico de Orizaba
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Choosing Where To Start
There are many competitions held around Australia, all 
with different emphases and time constraints. For your 
first competition, events such as the State of Origin, the 
Southern or Northern Summer Series or the Weekend 
Warriors would be good introductory choices. These are 

great comps to consolidate your skills and get a feel for 
whether or not you want to take things further. 

For the more seasoned competitor there are the AAA 
competitions. Numbers are limited and they offer an 
intense environment. If you’re ready, then this is where 
the top level competition in Australia happens.

Equipment
The right wing to fly is a wing you are very comfortable 
with. Changing wings immediately prior to a competition 
is not ideal. The same goes for harnesses. If you aren’t 
familiar and confident with your wing, you aren’t going 
to be able to focus on your flying goals. Your wing and 
harness do have an impact on performance, but you only 
get improvements if you’re able to manage what your 
chosen equipment has to offer. If you spend your flights 
trying to keep your wing open, your decisionmaking 
will be compromised. If you aren’t willing to use the full 
range of your speedbar on your current wing in thermic 
conditions, then stepping up a wing may not be the 
right choice.

While equipment does make a difference, so do your 
piloting skills and decisionmaking. You can’t buy success 
by upgrading your wing earlier than you’re ready.

I fly the Nova Mentor 4 Light, a high end ENB wing. 
This is a wing I feel comfortable flying and despite it 
being an ENB, it’s fast and glides well. Keep in mind 
that there are categories for the different classes of 
wing (Fun, Sports, Serial and Open), so you can compete 
against others flying the same class of wing as you do.

It’s important to have the right flight instruments 
for competition flying. You will need a vario as well as 
a GPS device that is capable of entering a task from a 
waypoints list and managing an airspace restrictions 
file. There are many options out there. 

One of the simplest methods is to use your 
smartphone and download an app such as XCSoar or 
Flyskyhy. Know these apps and have the right files 
loaded before you turn up. If you don’t know how to do 
this and can’t work it out, ask for help before turning up 

on the day. Make sure that you can see GPS altitude, not 
just barometric, as GPS altitude is what is used when 
scoring a task. Many a pilot has accidentally breached 
airspace and not known until they uploaded their track 
because they were looking at the wrong readout.

You will also need some sort of tracking device for 
your retrieve driver to follow. From a safety standpoint 
these are essential. If you’re incapacitated after a crash, 
you’re not going to be able to hit a button to say 
where you are, so make sure you have tracking on. 
Popular options are offered by SPOT and Delorme. They 
communicate through a satellite network and therefore 
don’t need telephone reception.

A UHF radio is also required so you can monitor the 
comp channel as well as coordinate your retrieve. Check 
which channels you have programmed into your radio 
before attending a comp, you don’t want to be looking 
for someone to program your radio at the last minute. 

On The Day
Most paragliding competitions are held over the warmer 
months, so odds are it’s going to be hot and sunny. This 
is important to consider to keep yourself safe in and out 
of the air. You’re likely to spend several hours on top of 
the hill prior to flying and shade options can be limited. 
Once you fly, you’ll be even closer to the sun without 
much shade for many hours. If you land a long way from a 
road, you may also need to walk a considerable distance 
in the heat and sun. Getting sunburn not only looks 
ridiculous, it can also leave you tired and dehydrated. 

Consider your clothing options.
On the ground, I wear a Tshirt and shorts with a 

widebrimmed hat and a buff to cover my neck. I also 
like to wear full length gaiters for grass seed protection 
and tube holding (more on that later). Shorts with sock 
protectors, shorts with leggings underneath and long 
pants are also popular options. 

Sunglasses are a must. I’ve recently bought a nose 
protector, it’s the dorkiest thing I own but I love it. It 
makes me so much more comfortable in the air and saves 
my nose a lot of pain. People also use zinc over their 
noses for sun protection.

In the air, I typically wear a rugby jumper and a 
windproof breathable rainjacket. Light and thin 

synthetic or down jackets also seem to be a popular 
option. I wear mountain bike gloves on my hands and 
I do carry some warmer gloves, but rarely use them. 
Occasionally, I get slightly colder at cloudbase, but 
typically, I’m quite comfortable. Even when it’s a bit cold, 
the up and down nature of paragliding means I’m rarely 
cold for long. Personally, I like an open faced helmet so 
I also pull up my buff to cover my mouth and ears. The 
trusty nose protector looks after the rest. Full face 
helmets are another good option if you want to avoid 
dubious fashion choices. 

My pod harness means that my legs are covered and 
wearing shorts leaves me quite comfortable. If you don’t 
have a pod, then long pants are a must. Consider that 
when you sit down, the cuffs of your pants will lift, so 
make sure your pant legs are long enough or your socks 
high enough to protect you.

The first time I went on a XC course in Canungra, I 
got the balance wrong. I wore a heavy down jacket and 
thermal leggings. I had to put them on before my flight 
and I roasted waiting to launch. When I was finally in the 
air, I didn’t cool down much. When I landed, I was stuck 
behind a series of paddocks with horses in them which I 
tried to walk around. I can think of very few times in my 
life I’ve ever been more uncomfortable. I’m fairly sure I 
suffered heat exhaustion. I couldn’t cool down, even 
standing in front of an airconditioner, blasting in my 
face. I felt like my blood was boiling while everyone else 
complained of how cold it was. I also felt nauseous and 
had a colossal headache. 

Food is another factor to consider. Competitions often 
have a briefing in the morning before heading up the hill. 
Time frames between the briefing and transport are often 

A Beginner’s Guide 
To Competition Flying
Competing in paragliding can be a rewarding and stimulating 

experience. For me, competing in paragliding has dramatically 

accelerated my skills and I’ve met some amazing people along 

the way. I’ve been competing for three seasons now, I’ve been 

able to learn from some of the best pilots in Australia, and my 

flying has improved to the extent that I recently placed first 

in Fun class at the 2017 Corryong Open. This is my guide to 

staying safe, having fun and reaching your goals.

by Shaun Archer 

Bright Open 2017

Photos: Clancy Pamment
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Make sure you are familiar and confident with your wing and harness

Have your wing and gear sorted before you set up to launch

Left: Consider you clothing choices for temperature regulation  
and sun protection

Pick a launch time you are comfortable with, earlier can be better
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Gaggles can be daunting at first
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➲➲  You get a good feel for the day and what is and isn’t 
working. You’ll get a better feel on where to be and 
what to do.
➲➲  This is the perfect time to learn. You’ll be flying with 

the best pilots around and a lot can be learned from 
where they go and what they do. You get a feel for 
flying in a gaggle, including all the advantages and 
disadvantages.
➲➲  If you bomb out there is time to get back to launch 

and try again.
If you wait for the ordered launch you’ll be forced to 

launch late and possibly not have enough time to get a 
good start. Launch conditions can deteriorate on strong 
thermic days, so you may not even get to fly. You’ll be 
under pressure and you’ll have stood in your gear on 
the hill in the heat for a good long while. If you start 
late, you’ve missed most of the benefits of flying in a 
competition – you’ll be flying on your own instead of 
with others.

I’ve noticed pilots new to competition often worry 
about how long they’ll need to fly for. If you’ve prepared 
well, then this isn’t an issue since you have everything 
you need to stay comfortable. Your skin should be 
protected, you should be well fed and hydrated and 
you’ve sorted your bladder out. 

On Task
The flight has begun and you’re on course line. Other 
gliders offer fantastic bits of information and can tell 
you what the air is doing around you. 

Finding lift is much easier in a pack. However, don’t 
forget that you are the pilot in command, don’t follow 

blindly, consider why you are going where you are going. 
If you aren’t comfortable with a particular line then don’t 
go there. 

Make sure you have situational awareness. Do you 
know which way west is? Are there landings over that 
upcoming ridge? Are there airspace concerns? Can you 
expect a valley breeze? The most important thing at the 
end of the day is that you get home safely.

Competing in any sport, particularly one as 
variable dependant as paragliding, has its fair share of 
frustrating moments. Small mistakes can lead to your 
flight ending much earlier than planned. Try to own your 
successes and learn from your failures. Reflecting on 

your flights and identifying what went wrong and what 
went right can enhance your flying in the future. Talk to 
the other athletes and get their thoughts on the day. 
You’ll have access to the track logs of all the pilots in 
the competition so you’ll have the chance to review and 
compare your decisions. You can upload your tracklogs 
to websites such as [doarama.com]0 where you can play 
back and compare your flights to others superimposed 
onto a 3D map.

Above all remember to have fun and enjoy your 
flying. That’s what we’re all here for, if it isn’t fun then 
you’re doing the wrong thing.  

short. Make sure you are ready beforehand. I usually grab 
breakfast, then buy myself a salad roll. I’ll never grow tired 
of the jealous looks I get on the hill when I’m munching on 
that baby. I also fly better on a full stomach. 

Keeping your fluids up is another challenge. Personally, 
I make up one litre of sports drink and drink it every day 
during a comp. If I miss a day, I get a headache, simple as 
that. When you sweat, you lose more than just water, 
electrolytes need to be replaced too. The sugar in sports 
drink is a personal preference, there are plenty of sugar
free options. During the flight I also sip on water out of 
my Camelbak.

Peeing in midair is something a lot of people try 
to avoid. If you happen to have a handy appendage 
designed for directional control then you’re in luck! 
Condom catheters are one option. They consist of an 
adhesive sheath ending in a hose connection. Buy a 
drainage bag, cut off the bag section and attach it to 
your leg using your shoelaces (I use my trusty gaiters) 
and the world is your toilet. I’d advise a ‘dry’ run on the 
ground first to give you peace of mind that it works 
before adding terrifying heights and turbulence into the 
mix. The psychological challenge of peeing in a tube at 
2000m for the first time is a battle between a lifelong 
sensible habit and the desperate need to empty your 
bladder which has filled to the size of a basket ball.

Men can also try the method that involves a very 
undignified hang out the front of your harness and pee 
between your legs. There are some serious drawbacks 
to this technique; for one, you are held in by straps and 
getting your pants down is a major challenge. You’ll likely 
need at least one hand to hold things in place while you 
do the deed. This means you’ll need to take your hands 
off your brakes. If you hit turbulence at this point there 
is a high chance you’ll pee on yourself or worse. Secondly 
(this one is important, you’re in a competition), this 
seriously impacts your glide ratio. You’re like a giant 
starfish catching the air.

Adult diapers are another option. I hear that some 
people use them with good success. I haven’t found 
anyone who has admitted to using one, but it’s a whole 
lot better than peeing your pants, or worse, landing. 

Lastly there is the popular option of holding on. 
There are many techniques out there to stay as hydrated 
as possible while avoiding peeing during flight. The 
technique I’ve heard mentioned the most involves 
drinking plenty of fluids the night before, then stopping 
fluids two hours before your flight.

On The Hill
The fun bit! This is why we’re all here. Get your gear out 
when you get to the top of the hill. Pull your wing out 
of the bag, attach your harness and sort out the lines. 
Mushroom up your wing and pop it somewhere in the 
shade if you can. You’ll find that everyone else is doing 
the same. Get all your flight clothing and instruments 
out and put away your packing gear into your harness. 
Once a task is called you’re not going to have the time 
or space to fiddle around getting your lines sorted. 
Remember that sandwich? Now is the time to pull it out.

At the briefing, get the task into your machine and 
check with someone else running the same equipment 
that you’re getting the same task distance. Taking a 
photo of the task board or writing it down are also 
popular backups.

If there is a big map, go over and look at the task 
line. Are there bits that look tricky? Is there tiger country 
that you need to avoid? Talk to the pilots around you and 
compare notes. Flying with a bunch of people means that 
you’ll likely have thermal markers and people in front of 
you showing the way, however, you want to be able to 
make your own decisions and knowing the course and 
its challenges is a good place to start. 

In Australia’s bigger competitions there is a launch 
window. The size of this window reflects the expected 
time it will take to get the whole field off the hill. 
There is typically an open window (10 to 20 minutes) 

at the the start of the launch window when anyone in 
the comp can take off. After this, there is the ordered 
launch where pilots can join the line at any time and 
cut in according to their rank. You’ll need to check your 
name off with the launch director and launch within the 
time allocated.

I cannot encourage you more to launch in the open 
window in your first comps:
➲➲  It allows you more time to establish yourself in the 

air and get to a good height. Plenty of time to relax 
and settle into the flight.
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Plenty of thermal markers ahead

Make sure your communication is sorted for retrivals or emergencies

Bright Open 2017

Photos: Clancy Pamment

The task committee hard at work at Gundowring Photo: Barbara Scott
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Pilots had travelled from as far away as 
 the UK, Finland, Korea, USA, Sweden, 
Serbia, Romania, New Zealand, Italy and 

Germany specifically for the event. The international 
contingent competed with over 60 Australian pilots 
from all states as well as several Bright based locals. 

With three of the six possible days made available for 
the day tasks, pilots and their families enjoyed both the 
competition days and touring the many hospitalities in 
the region.

The contingent enjoyed excellent flying conditions 
during the six days of competition to complete three 
days of set tasking.

Launch from Mystic hill above Bright on day one had 
pilots racing over Porepunkah mountain and into the 
ridges of the western side of the Kiewa valley with end 
of race goal at Mt Beauty airstrip – 27 made the full 
distance of 68.8km, with Jouni Makkonen of Finland 
making goal in just under three hours.

Task 2 took the cavalcade over to Gundowring launch 
for a 55km flight down the eastern side of Kiewa valley, 
with turnpoints over Mt Emu and Mogans Bridge and 

goal once more at Mt Beauty airstrip. Australian and 
NSW squad pilot, Ivan Anissimov, flew a very efficient 
one hour, 52 minutes to win the day with just 20 pilots 
making goal.

We were back at Mystic on the last flying day. 
Before forecast rains, we had pilots top the week with a 
technical route down Smoko ridge, over to Demon ridge, 
out toward Myrtleford to Valley homestead, and back 
to Porapunkah airstrip, taking in seven GPS turnpoints. 
Sydney based Felippe Rezende took first place honours 
with the very fast time of two hours, 36 minutes, with a 
total 42 pilots completing the task.

With three tasks completed, the final presentation 
dinner and drinks were hosted by the Alpine Inn with VIP 
guest Alpine Shire Mayor Cr Ron Janus awarding trophies 
and medals to the winners.

Awards were also made to winners of several sub
category classes.

The Paragliding World Cup delegate, Zeljko 
Ouvaka, made a short and very positive speech that 
the competition and organisation had fullfilled its 
obligations in hosting this PrePWC, indicating that he 
would now recommend to PWCA committee that Bright 
will host a full international PWC in February 2018.

The sky above the Ovens and Kiewa Valleys was speckled with 

over a hundred paragliders competing in the Bright Open and 

Pre-Paragliding World Cup during January. 

by David Snowden, NEVHGC committee,  
Australian Squad Manager PWCA Liaison

2017 Bright Open & Pre-PWC

10 SKYSAILOR

The Bright Open and PrePWC organisation, headed 
by the illustrious Brian Webb, would like to thank 
the Alpine Shire and Sport Victoria for their support 
of this event and ACP and HVP for their continued 
assistance in maintaining accesses. We would also 
like to acknowledge and thank the landowners of the 
region for their hospitality and in assisting some out 
landed pilots. Of course, we thank the pilots for their 
competitive sportsmanship in making the event a 
successful and safely conducted competition. 

Full results from the competition and 3D replays of 
‘live’ tracking of several pilots flying in each task can 

be found at [Airtribune.com] under ‘Bright Open and 
Pre-PWC’.

Results
Overall 
1 Jouni Makkonen (Finland) 2055 points 
2 Felipe Rezende (Australia) 2031 points 
3 Che Golus (Australia)  1985 points

Women
1 Woo Young Jang (Korea) 1627 points
2 Kari Ellis (Australia) 1233 points

Serial Class
1 Che Golus (Australia) 1985 points

Kari Ellis launching

Photo: Jo Hjortshoj

Photo: Louis Tapper

Photo: Che Golus

Photo: Jo Hjortshoj

Photos: Jo Hjortshoj
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weight from above), drier humidity level (higher density) 
and, of course, a distorted lapse rate lower down due to 
hot air accumulation (less buoyancy). However, as these 
climbs take longer to grow in strength and volume they 
tend to go higher and last much longer. As they are 
fewer and further between, there is less competition for 
the now abundant warm air at ground level.

With a lower dew point, due to less humidity 
present, the climb can boost hypoxic altitudes with this 
extra energy, forming clouds practically in orbit when 
compared to its fizzier counterpart. When the climb 
eventually spikes through the deep, warm layer below 
its buoyancy is, as per usual, controlled by the days 
lapse rate. Restitution is much more likely to happen 
due to the amount of warm air below towards the end 
of the sunny day. It’s not uncommon to have very hard 
edged climbs with strong areas of sink between, only 
exasperating the ‘hitting a wall’ feeling – imagine riding 
a series of rockets.

Moods of the Airmass
The above is a simply way to describe the different 
attributes of the airmass spectrum extremes, though 
things are not as binary as this. So to get over this 
subtle difference I decided to name the possible ‘moods’ 
of an airmass.

It’s interesting to point out an airmass that may be 
perfect for one area can be utterly useless in another. 
Often witnessed are the 250km plus days in the main 
Alps that lend a stable feel to the surrounding flatlands – 
fun, but occasionally turbulent, with sometimes difficult 
XC conditions. Viceversa, a fun sky with lower cloudbase 
and softer thermals in the flats will overdevelop in the 
large ramps (mountains) deeper inside the Alps. This is 
due to the terrain amplifying the sun, the airmass can 
only take so much energy. Too much and expect short 
days, not enough and expect ‘stubborn’ stability. This 
is when we lean on the ‘Goldilocks’ principle. Neither too 
‘fizzy’ nor too ‘sticky’ for the amount of sun available in 
the terrain we chose to fly in, but just the right amount.

This is when understanding the mood of the airmass 
comes into its own, as we can predict the length of 
usable day, therefore possible XC routes, and also where 
climbs might be encouraged to ‘tear away’.

An airmass at the end of the ‘sticky’ spectrum 
can be described as ‘stubborn’. These days need an 
incredible amount of encouragement to get anything to 
stir. Usually blue and motionless. 

After this comes ‘lazy’, again, high stability but with 
enough prodding the day may get going. Late starts and 
bigger terrain can be the order of the day. 

Further along the spectrum comes ‘cooperative’. 
These days are great in both the flatlands and main Alps. 
Expect high bases and less chance of overdevelopment. 
Long days with long XC flights are possible. 

Lower the release temperature further and things 
start to become ‘excitable’ – lower base and shorter 
days. Flatlands are the place to be. 

Further along and we arrive at ‘volatile’. It speaks 
for itself, pour any energy into this cocktail and expect 
explosive results.

The practical application of this is a lengthy chapter 
by itself and is the subject of our courses, [www.
austrianarena.com]. The subject is covered extensively 

in my book ‘Mastering Paragliding’ available via [http://
xcshop.com]. 

For more details 
about the techniques 
discussed here 
check out their 
website at [www.
a u s t r i a n a r e n a .
com] or read the 
full chapters in the 
book. Available from 
dealers worldwide.

The weather, though indifferent to our needs, 
is just the sum of five simple elements. This 
controls how the day will feel, it’s potential 

routes, lines to take over the terrain, thermal triggers & 
should even tell us when to launch. These five elements 
are air pressure, humidity, lapse rate. Add together wind 
& the potential solar heating available. The first three 
control the amount of heating required for the airmass 
to produce thermals. The sun just runs this equation, we 
will ignore wind for now as too much is too much.

Another way to explain this spectrum is by using 
the words ‘fizzy’, meaning unstable, and ‘sticky’, 
meaning more stable. Both of these have very different 
characteristics.

The Fizzy Airmass
Usually found in lower atmospheric pressures with 
a cooler, unstable lapse rate, coupled with higher 
humidity. The air is generally rising and thermals need 
less encouragement to leave the terrain via heat or 
degree of topography kick off. Due to triggering more 

often, there is less warm air abundant on the ground, 
leading to shorter thermal cycles as each climb has less 
warm air in reserve before it’s exhausted.

Both shorter lived and lower in usable altitude. 
Lower cloudbase is the result of the lower ‘release’ 
temperature due to lower air pressure (less weight from 
above, effectively), higher humidity (less density) and 
unstable lapse rate (more buoyancy). The dew point is 
higher due to the presence of more humidity, leading 
to condensation at a lower altitude. These thermal 
cycles are so short that it’s common for clouds to be 
disconnected from the ground, making these bubbles, 
capsules or columns short lived.

The flyable day may be shorter if enough energy is 
poured into this equation. The day may overdevelop or 
spread out, cutting off the heat source to this ‘excitable’ 
day, though it may start earlier.

Due to there being less warm air accumulation at 
ground level, the chances of restitution are slim. Climbs 
can feel less hardedged as the temperature between 
the rising air and its environment is less – imagine riding 
as series of hot air balloons.

The Sticky Airmass
These are the exact opposite of the more buoyant fizzy 
conditions. Found within higher atmospheric pressures, 
descending air with lower humidity. Often stagnated 
by weeks without nature’s reset, the sometimes 
welcome cold front. Inversions can plague the airmass 
slowing down thermals and creating some unexpected 
turbulence.

More heating is needed to reach the ‘release’ 
temperature, again due to the descending air (more 

Understanding Aerology

Mastering Paragliding by Kelly Farina 
– 21 years of learning and four years 
of work

Any day sits somewhere between two extremes: One being 

nth degree stable, the other nth degree unstable. Find yourself 

on launch when the recipe is just right, and a potential long 

haul flight is possible. Too much one way or another can see a 

frustrating day with little in the way of thermal activity or too 

much, leading to overdevelopment.

by Kelly Farina, author of ‘Mastering Paragliding’

These five dials control the weather we experience daily. This complex equation will determine the feel  
and potential of the any day’s thermal activity and its XC potential

A day on the ‘Fizzier’ end of the spectrum, with its lower base  
and short lasting conditions, expect an ‘excitable’ feel

Expect to find this day towards the ‘Stickier’ end, though still a 
perfect day, it can be somewhere between cooperative and lazy

A ‘volatile’ sky explodes at the end of great XC day

All photos: Kelly Farina

Visiting Pilot Membership
Those pilots requiring a Visiting Pilot Membership

please go to [www.hgfa.asn.au]
and select:

HGFA Office Manager
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2017
March

NSW PG Weekend Warriors Series  
– Round 4

4 and 5 March (Reserve: 11 and 12 March)

Updates [www.facebook.com/groups/117342924950489/]. 
Contact: James T. 0418 686199 or <jamesflys@gmail.com>.

April
Dalby Big Air 
9 to 15 April

Dalby, QLD. Practice day: 8 April. Contact: Bruce Crerar <annie.
bruce@bigpond.com>. 

Flatter than the Flatlands
14 to 17 April

Birchip, Vic. Hang Glider pilots are invited to the 25th 
consecutive Flatter than the Flatlands cross country towing 
competition. The event will be conducted over the four day 
Easter long weekend. Entry fee is $80 and includes daily 
prizes, presentation BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. 
GPS and parachute required. Discount available for teams with 

a first time pilot. Organiser: Wesley Hill <wes.hill@yahoo.com.
au>, [www.sacra.biz/fttf].

Paragliding State of Origin 2017
Easter, 14 to 16 April

Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. C grade sanction. A great way for 
novices (P2) to get into comp and XC flying in a fun and safe 
way. the SoO is about promoting skills and safety. This comp is 
based on flying teams of five pilots (one Adv., two P2 and two 
other), so get your crew together. Handicapping is used for 
scoring. Reserve, UHF radio and at least three hours XC airtime 
are required, XC course recommended. Comp fee: $30. Earlybird 
discount fee: $20 (registering before 1/4/17), Register, info 
and pilot pack at [http://newcastleparaglidingclub.org.au].
Contact: James Thompson 0418 686 199 or <jamesflys@
gmail.com>.

June
Icarus X-Series 
10 to 12 June and 9 to 10 November

The Australian Icarus XSeries is open to all pilots, not just 
pilots who are wanting to qualify for the US race. This year’s 
course route is yet to be planned. Last year we flew from 
Maitland to Crescent Head. Dates set are 10 to 12 June 
(Queen’s Birthday long weekend) and 9 to 10 November 2017. 
This is a fully supported Adventure Race, catering for all three 
Icarus classes (see article in this March/April issue).  

A Test Of Skill At The  
2017 NSW Hang Gliding  
State Championships
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Jonny Durand on tow at the Forbes Flatlands

Photo: Peak Pictures
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An eager crowd of hang gliding 
enthusiasts enjoyed the 
freedom of pure flight 
alongside some of the best 
Australian and international 
pilots at the recent NSW State 
Hang Gliding Championships, 
held at Mt Borah, Manilla,  
NSW from 19 to 25 February.

Mount Borah has been flown since the early 
’90s when a few locals established the 
first cut out launches. Since 1994, it’s 

been owned by local paragliding pilot and a former world 
record holder, Godfrey Wenness, and once again played 
host to this AA grade competition that draws some of 
the best hang gliding pilots from Australia and around 
the world. 

Novices and more experienced pilots took the 
opportunity offered by this worldclass flying site to 
experience some of the best flying in Australia and had 
a chance to really put their skills to the test in a fun, safe 
flying environment. 

The event was organised by the Newcastle Hang 
Gliding Club and completes a great summer season of 
soaring flight. It was the ideal opportunity to fly big air 
and big flights, and pick up tips from pilots at the top of 
their game – the fun factor was high at the event.

Casual free flyers with wind tech registration were 
also welcomed, and many took the opportunity to join 
the competitive pilots and experience the thrill of flight 
above beautiful Mt Borah. 

Wind tech registration meant casual flyers were able 
to access the same level of information as competition 
pilots, giving organisers a chance to offer a site 
induction and check pilots’ licences. It also contributed 
to a safe and fair competition.

Pilots were able to take advantage of a practice day 
on Saturday the 18th, before the competition kicked off 
on Sunday 19th for seven days of funfilled flight.

Entry paid for access to the site, daily soaring 
weather briefings and forecasts, competition Tshirt, 
prize draw entry and the award night’s dinner. And with 
camping and cabin accommodation to suit every budget, 
it was easy to stay for as many days as desired.

If you’re kicking yourself for missing the fun this year 
but want to know more, check out the event website 
[wow.asn.au/comps]. 

Next year, don’t miss out  
to join other hang gliding 
enthusiasts, both novice and 
experienced alike, at one of  
the world’s best flying sites  
for a breathtaking week of 
competition flying. 

March | April 2017  SKYSAILOR 15March | April 2017
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Forbes Council 
Encouragement Award
We were excited to welcome our very first team 
from China. 

One of the new young pilots, Fu Yu Shan flying 
his Gecko, won the first task of 38.9km on his first 
ever crosscountry flight!

He went on to make two more goals.

➲➲ Task 5: 48km
➲➲ Task 6: 109.6km

On Task 6, Fu Yu arrived at goal and decided 
to fly a further 46km, setting himself a new PB of 
156km, unfortunately his GPS failed and he was 
scored a zero!

Fu Yu Shan was awarded the Forbes Council 
Encouragement Award.

Launch
Thank you to the weather gods for the tremendous 
launching conditions on six tasks at this event.

There were 69 Open Class pilots and seven Sport 
Class pilots, all from 17 different countries, six 
BaileyMoyes Dragonflys with six awesome tug 
pilots completing over 500 tows.

Left: Launch paddock – photo: Anita Redfern

Sport Class
Task 1: Eugowra, 38.9km
➲➲  Day winner: Fu Yu Shan, Moyes Gecko
➲➲ New PB
➲➲ Two pilots in goal

Task 2: Alectown, 58.8km
➲➲ Day winner: Peter Garrone, Moyes Gecko
➲➲ Five pilots in goal

Task 3: Milby, 76km
➲➲ Day winner: Richard Hughes, Airborne Sting
➲➲ Distance: 44km

Task 4: Ungari, 91.8km
➲➲  Day winner: Emma Martin,  

Moyes Malibu 2 188New PB, 79.3km

Task 5: Westpa-Yarrabandi, 48km
➲➲  Day winner: Fu Yu Shan,  

Moyes Gecko
➲➲ New PB
➲➲ Three pilots in goal

Task 6: Tullibigeal, 109.6km
➲➲  Day winner: Richard Hughes, 

Airborne Sting 

Overall Winners In Sport Class
1 Emma Martin Moyes Malibu 2 188
2 Richard Hughes Airborne Sting
3 Peter Garrone Moyes Gecko

Forbes

2017

Vicki Cain with Emma Martin

Jonny Durand on tow 

Photo: Peak Pictures
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Left: Tina dances with a dust devil

Sasha on tow

Photos: Peak Pictures
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by Vicki Cain

Left: Peter Holloway’s green Dragonfly 
and Steve McCarthy’s yellow Dragonfly 

Fu Yu on launch Emma on tow Photos: Peak Pictures

From above clockwise: HQ, morning briefing and task committee

Behind the Scenes
It all quietly happens behind the scenes, many 
individuals together make this competition as 
good as it can be.

Welcome to the 11th consecutive Forbes 
Flatlands Hang Gliding Championships hosted by 
the Sydney Hang Gliding Club and Moyes Delta 
Gliders.
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Tasks
Task 1: Wellington, 138.9km
➲➲ Day winner: Tyler Borradaile, Moyes RX 3.5 Pro
➲➲ 32 pilots in goal

Canadian Tyler Borradaile made his first XC flight 
on his new Moyes RX 3.5 Pro a winner, taking out 
the day win from an impressive line up of top 
international pilots.

Task 2: Toogong-Tomingly-Alectown, 163km
➲➲ Day winner: Mike Jackson, Moyes LSS 5
➲➲ No one made goal in 40km/h headwind

At least a dozen pilots landed in a big field about 
12km from goal.

The landowners were the eventual day 
winners, collecting our landowner prize!

 
Task 3: Milby-Tullib-Lake Cargellico, 144km
➲➲ Day winner: Attila Bertok, Moyes RX 5 Pro
➲➲ 45 pilots in goal

Task 4: Goolgowi, 215km
➲➲ Day winner: Jonny Durand, Moyes RX 3.5 Pro
➲➲ 38 pilots in goal 

Task 5: Fifel-Mines-back to Bogan Gate, 142.4km
➲➲ Day winner: Jonny Durand, Moyes RX 3.5 Pro
➲➲ 51 pilots in goal

Task 6: Monia-Hillston, 226km
➲➲ Day winner: Gerolf Heinrichs, Moyes RX 3.5 Pro
➲➲ 51 pilots in goal

 
Sponsors and Winners
Thanks to all our sponsors without whom this event 
would not be possible:
➲➲ Forbes Shire Council
➲➲ NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association
➲➲ Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
➲➲  Liteflite Pty Ltd, aka Bill Moyes International 

Airport or ‘Bill’s Paddock’ for short
➲➲ Wattyl Café Forbes
➲➲ Woolerina
➲➲ Longridge Extra Virgin Olive Oil 
➲➲ The Nevins Family
➲➲ Innovative Lighting and Sound 

Harrison Rowntree from South Australia donated 
eight casks of his family’s extra virgin olive oil. 
The oil was to be presented to the pilot with the 
slipperiest story. On Task 4, we presented two 
casks to Tam (Kenny) Chi from Melbourne and tug 
pilot Bruce Crerar.

Awards 
Photo: Adventure Flying

 
Kenny was on tow when they encounted a strong 
thermal over the tow paddock. The Dragonfly was 
pitched up and Kenny tumbled at 1400ft. Kenny was 
unable to release so Bruce gave him the rope.

Kenny’s Airborne Sting righted itself after two 
rotations and he was able to fly back to the tow paddock 
(rope still attached) and land in front of the hangar!

He found that all of his lufflines had been torn from 
the sail and were dangling in the breeze!

We were all thankful for our two very lucky pilots.
They both received the ‘Slippery’ award and it was 

Kenny’s birthday to boot!

The Winners
Overall winners in Open Class
1 Jonny Durand, Australia Moyes RX 3.5 Pro
2 Gerolf Heinrichs, Austria Moyes RX 3.5 Pro
3 Andre Wolf, Brazil Moyes RX 3.5 Pro
Women’s Class
Alexandra Serebrennikova, Russia Moyes RX3 Pro

The Top 10 
Photo: Adventure Flying
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Photo: Adventure Flying

Kenny’s birthday

Kenny’s Sting, a bit worse for wear



Forbes 2017
Photo: Peak Pictures
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It’s A Wrap
Over 1000 task kilometres, over 30 airtime hours, many PBs, 76 overjoyed, exhausted pilots, 18 overjoyed, 
exhausted crew, six overjoyed, exhausted tug pilots, lots of laughs and good times! With 76 entries it’s the 
biggest roll up since the World’s in 2013. We hope to make next year bigger and better so come on down! 
Left: Last day shenanigans and air traffic controllers

The crew

All photo: Peak Pictures

One of the joys of free flight is the sheer variety  
 of conditions the sport has to offer; it can 
change simply depending on what time of day 

you choose to fly. 
Whether you love the silky smooth air of the early 

dawn, free from thermic turbulence or interlayer mixing; 
or you want to ridge soar until after the sun goes down.

To stay safe and legal, whether you head out first 
thing in the morning, or linger to enjoy that evening 
sunset, you need to know the earliest and latest times 
you are allowed to be in the air on any given day.

Can I fly ‘sunrise to sunset’,  
or ‘dawn till dusk’?
Cloud cover and local weather conditions will influence 
the exact time you can fly on any given day, but because 
of the types of aircraft we fly and the Civil Aviation 
Orders (CAO) we fly under, our flight times are also 
governed by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) 
Visual Flight Rules (VFR) [www.vfrg.com.au/operations/
generalinformation/visualflightrules/]. 

Under VFR, morning flights can’t start until after 
first light and touchdown must be before last light. First 
light and last light equate to the beginning of morning 
civil twilight and the end of evening civil twilight. 

Sounds complicated but really, it’s all about safety. 
Flying safely means always having enough light to see 
objects clearly. 

Without enough light we risk nighttime illusions 
such as black hole effect, autokinesis, false horizons,  

disorientation or even something as simple as mis
timing your flare because you lose depth perception in 
low light. 

So what exactly is ‘first’ and 
‘last’ light?
Have you ever noticed how summer twilight seems to 
last for hours after sunset, while in winter it’s dark 
almost as soon as the sun starts to set?

Twilight is longer, or shorter, depending on your 
latitude, and twilight time varies depending on the 
season and your position on the globe; the closer you are 
to the poles the longer or shorter twilight time will be. 

That’s why during a polar summer solstice the sun 
is visible 24 hours a day just above the horizon, while 
during a polar winter solstice, the sun doesn’t rise above 
the horizon at all. 

It’s all to do with the tilt of the Earth’s axis during 
its orbit around the sun, making for long days in summer 
and shorter days in winter. 

So first light and last light differs from one day to 
the next, depending on the time of year and your exact 
location, with a greater degree of variation the further 
you move from the equator.

How do I determining ‘first’ and 
‘last’ light for my next flight?
The National Aeronautical Information Processing 
System (NAIPS) is an online computerised aeronautical 
information system for flight planning that will 

automatically determine 
these times for you once 
you enter your start and 
finish point.

Another useful 
website that gives good 
graphical representation 
is [suncalc.net]. Simply 
type in a date and a 
location, then click 
on ‘more detailed’ to 
expand the list to 
include the start and 

end of civil twilight. Remember those are the times that 
equate ‘first’ light and ‘last’ light.

It’s also possible to determine first and last light for 
a given latitude and longitude on a given day using the 
graphs and procedures in the Visual Flight Rules (VFR).

You can download these graphs as a pdf from the Air 
Services Australia website [www.airservicesaustralia.
com/aip/current/aip/general.pdf], scroll to section 
GEN2.73.

The first graph looks like this: 

Find the date at the top of the graph, travel down 
until your given latitude corresponds with the latitude 
on the graph, and then travel across to identify the local 
mean time (LMT) for first light on that date on the right 
hand side of the graph.

You then have to use a table to convert LMT into 
coordinated universal time (UTC) and then from UTC 
into your local time. It’s a fairly complicated process but 
it’s what all pilots did in the days before the internet, 
and there’s a useful worked example on the website to 
help you.

Plan your flight in the light and 
stay safe and legal
While we enjoy the thrill of pure flight, as pilots we need 
to plan and operate VFR flights between first and last 
light. Of course, local conditions, like bad weather or 
local terrain, might affect these times, but knowing this 
means you can make allowances.

It’s good practice, and good airmanship, to follow the 
rules about daylight flight times; and now you know how 
to calculate them there’s no excuse for not staying safe 
and legal in the blue and white skies!  

Wing
Tips:

by Peter Allen, HGFA Assistant Operations Manager

Safe and Legal Flight 
Depends on Good Light 
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Flying Dynasties
Our Forbes Flatlands competition is made extra 
special by the hang gliding family we are so lucky 
to have.

This is a photo of five 2nd and 3rd generation 
hang gliding families helping out at Forbes:
➲➲  The Moyes family, with Bill and Molly, myself  

and my youngest daughter, Grace
➲➲  The Nevins family, with Richard and Sue,  

and their daughter, Lizzy
➲➲  The Heaney’s, Grant and Tove with their  

daughter, Hannah
➲➲ The Paton’s, with Len with his niece Kirsten
➲➲  The Van Der Klooster’s Rob and daughter 

Zhenshi 

The green line crew Takeshi nails it
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Photo: Peak Pictures

Photo: Nic Welbourn

Photo: Adventure Flying
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B
ack in 2015, Claire contacted me to say she 
 wanted to enter this unheard of pioneer race in 
 the USA called the ‘Icarus Trophy’, with a request 

to train her. 
Initially I was hesitant. Was it it a great idea to 

get involved in training someone to take on what truly 
was a tough competition and an equally as tough 
course? While the Icarus Trophy was a new race, the 

organisers, a group of cool kids who call themselves 
the Adventurists, had long been organising extreme 
adventure races, from a 3000km rickshaw run across 
India to a 4000km motorbike race across the ice lakes of 
Siberia to name just two!

It didn’t take long after finding out more about 
the Adventurists, their passionate spirits and their 
incredibly diverse and skilled team of adventurers, that 

I myself was on board. Together, Claire and I entered the 
2015 competition and we both came out the other side 
with a grin. I managed to win, but more impressively, 
Claire is now married to Trevor Meets, the official Icarus 
Trophy chase plane pilot and all round great guy. An 
Icarus love story, awww…

Fast forward to 2016, and I’m back in the race again. 
This time it’s longer and I’m equally as pumped to be 
doing it alongside two other Aussies: Scotty ‘Skymec’ 
Duncan and relative newbie, Dean Kelly, who I’ve trained. 

What Is The Icarus Trophy? 
The Icarus is one of a kind. No such thing has been done 
before. Ever. The 2016 course crossed an impressive 
five US states and 1900km from Polson, Montana, on 
the Canadian border, to the desert of Las Vegas and 
everything in between. 

Three waypoints were given, the start, finish and 
one waypoint in Monument Valley. That was it. It was up 
to us to navigate ourselves the rest of the way to Las 
Vegas. Pretty much every pilot chose a different route 
and had a completely different experience. Here’s mine:

Day 1: Montana
I blasted out in front for a brief time to about the 170km 
mark, where I took an earlier fuel stop than planned.  
We had mostly light winds, with a small slow section 
which made it a stretch to make my original stop. After 
defrosting myself and refuelling, it was time to give my 
legs some more punishment! Light, shifty winds made 
it extremely difficult to launch. I blew four attempts 
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and was so exhausted, I had to get out of all my gear to 
cool down for 10 or 15 minutes, then muster whatever 
strength I could find to have another crack!

I started to think I had made a bad decision taking 
such a small glider, but with some patience it paid off. I 
waited for the wind to change direction, then scrambled 
to my feet to launch in a small gust. It was a massive run 
towards powerlines, having to turn left after just leaving 
the ground to avoid them. With relief I was flying again. 

The weather was closing in on the mountain pass 
at the southern end of the valley I was in. It looked 
pretty nasty, with rain in places and menacing cloud 
development. I continually checked winds and radar 
approaching the pass. It looked like I could fly around 
the rain, but I wondered how turbulent it was going to 
be. I decided to push in and see. It got pretty rough, it 
was only going to get worse, so I turned and ran like a 
whipped dog with my tail between my legs and headed 
back to Darby where I had originally planned to stop.  
Soon after, I was joined by two more pilots, Miroslav 
and Byron. 

Day 2: Idaho
There was rain everywhere to the south of where we 
landed at Salmon. I touched down in a school sports field 
in town, close to fuel, but after my takeoff run in the 
morning, I thought it would be a good idea to move to a 
better launch place with more runway once fully loaded.

I fuelled up and found a guy to take me back to 
the field, so I didn’t have to carry all my gear. I loaded 
everything into his truck and jumped in, then the truck 
didn’t start. We eventually got it going after playing 
with fuses, he dropped me at the field and took my extra 
gear to the airport where Byron and Miro were. That way 
my launch would be much easier.

By then the field was full of kids on their lunch break. 
I waited for the field to clear and had an easy launch 
with a couple of knots of wind to help me off. It was only 
about four kilometres to the airport which had a pilots’ 
lounge where we all slept for the night.

Day 3: Crossing Idaho
The toughest air race on the planet! We had experienced 
just about everything Mother Nature could throw at us, 
but there was more to come.

We started at sunrise from Salmon airfield to push 
on towards the Utah border. I decided to take the more 
direct but longer route to the next fuel stop. Byron and 
Miro opted for a route to the west – a shorter hop for 
more fuel. Getting airborne with all my gear at 4000ft 
in the cold is stupidly hard. I must have run a 1/4 mile 
for sure! I was using a higher pitch prop for this race, 

which meant less static thrust but lower RPM at cruising 
speed, making the 230 even more efficient.

I made my way down the valley towards Mud Lake.  
About 30 minutes into the flight, it was clear this wasn’t 
going to be a walk in the park! The valley floor was 
rising the further south I flew. Leading up to the pass, 
cloudbase was very low. A few drops of rain turned to 
sleet, then snow very quickly. My sunnies went on quick 
smart after the first piece of sleet hit me in the eye – 
that sure wakes you up!

Visibility was getting low and it was hard to tell 
where the snow stopped and the cloud started. I pushed 
on as the weather easied in my favour and I could follow 
the road. Another concern I had was carb icing. Having 
never flown in this sort of weather, I wasn’t sure about 
the likelihood. I followed the road most of the way 
through the pass, just in case, but my machine ran 
perfectly. It was a relief to fly out of the valley and into 
the flatlands, like escaping a giant icebreathing dragon! 
The air was warmer and the terrain much friendlier.

I made it to Mud Lake no problem and landed behind 
a gas station in the wettest field ever. I later found out 
they had flooded it only the day before. It was sticky as 
anything and let’s just say, it wasn’t the most graceful 
landing I have done. Mud everywhere! I fuelled up and the 
locals thought it was the best thing ever. They gave me a 
ride to a drier field to take off.

I waited for a slight breeze to ease the pain of 
running and got away first time. About 15 minutes into 
the flight I realised I had no tracker, just a bit of string it 
used to be attached to. I couldn’t believe it. Did it fall off 
during launch or in flight? How the hell am I going to find 
it? I couldn’t continue without it, so I turned back and 
sent Shane a message asking for the coordinates and 
told him I dropped it, so he wasn’t having a heart attack 
watching my tracker stop dead. I then looked at the live 
tracking page and saw it was still where I’d launched 
from. I flew back and spotted it from the air. I couldn’t 
believe my luck! I landed fully loaded with fuel, making 
landing very fast in no wind. I was so buggered, I spent 
some time adjusting my brake lines waiting for the wind 
to kick in as forecast. It did, and I relaunched easily.

Next stop was Blackfoot. I was hoping to make this 
one on the first day, but the weather had other plans.

I landed in yet another soaked field and waddled over 
the road to the fuel stop. Where I landed was too wet to 
launch from, so a couple of nice guys used their trucks 
to block part of the carpark for me. By this time the local 
papers were there and a massive crowd was gathering to 
see this crazy guy and his flying machine! I launched with 
‘Boss’ status and flew on towards Pocatello.

The wind increased the further south I flew and it 
got more turbulent, forcing me to land just north of 
Pocatello. I found a motel and went to get a new pair of 
sunnies – I’d somehow dropped mine while launching. I 
must have looked pretty shady as a dude, standing on 
the side of the road trying to hitchhike, ran up to me to 
ask if I was selling weed. Maybe it was my green jacket?

Day 4: Utah
I started the day with a taxi ride to look for a suitable 
launch site and found an old industrial site next to a rail 
line. I had to break the motor down to fit it in the taxi, 
so I had to assemble my gear and set up in the dark. 
The head torch was magic, thanks to my lovely wife for 
putting that in my kit.

It took me some time to muster the strength to 
attempt a launch as it was very light. I decided not to 
take extra fuel on this leg, I couldn’t bear to take the 
extra weight in light winds. I had a good run down to 
Tremonton, about 140km away in just over two hours. I 
fuelled up, had lunch, then sorted out a new oil container 
after my bag had fallen off the table the night before and 
spilt oil all over the floor and my bag. Nice red oil. I had 
mopped it up as best I could and left it for the cleaner 
to wonder what had happened. It looked like a murder 

How did I find myself strapping 40kg of fuel and spares onto 

myself and paramotoring off into the unknown? It was a 

girl named Claire, a complete novice with no paragliding or 

paramotoring experience, and the passionate team from the 

Adventurists who came up with a paramotoring race that really 

defines ‘extreme’. 

by David Wainwright

Waiting to take off on launch day, 2016

Pilots Trey, Scotty and James at the Bonneville Salt Flats in 2016

All photos: Adventurists

Flying over fields, 2015

Dave Wainwright, winner of Race Division, and  
Kristian Fischer, fastest adventure time, 2015

Dave refuelling
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scene. I emptied a couple of water bottles and used 
those, they worked a treat.

It was about midday, there was plenty of sun on 
the ground and lots of moisture after the rain, which 
meant it was getting rather sporty in the sky. By the 
time I launched, what had been nice cumulus clouds had 
developed into some seriously angry chewyouupand
turnyourwinginsideout cumulonimbus – 747s don’t 

mess with these things and I’m sure as hell not going 
anywhere near one in my tiny little bit of nylon, string 
and butt fan!

I made it to the next scheduled stop, which was only 
another 15km away, landed in a nice big field belonging 
to a nice little old lady who was kind enough to let me 
use the field as long as I needed. I refuelled, anticipating 
the storm to pass. I sat in the servo, assessing route 
options, when I noticed a gap in the weather. By the 
time I got sorted though, another, even bigger, storm 
approached from the west. It could have stopped me 
with nowhere to land, and even if I had got off the 
ground I’d have had to outrun the gust front from the 
other storm to the north of us! Time to call it a day.

I found another motel and ran a stupidly hot bath. 
It was so hot, I was sweating, but my legs loved it. I 
checked airspace and weather and planned to launch at 
sunrise to get past Salt Lake City early, before it looked 
like a nuclear bomb had gone off as today. The next stop 
would also be higher, up around 5500ft, but it should 
also get warmer!

Day 5: Salt Lake City
The wind at ground level was different to glider height, 
then changed direction. I had to lug my gear to the other 
end of my runway, it was exhausting. I finally managed 
to launch and progress towards Spanish Fork, some 
140km down course.

Getting there was a little challenging, I had to 
navigate the airspace around Salt Lake City, which meant 
I had to hug the massive range on the eastern side of the 
city and stay below 10500ft. The mountains are 9000 
to 10000ft plus and I was up around 9500ft and rather 

cold! Stunning scenery though, with the salt flats to the 
west and rising up into these massive mountains with a 
fog filled valley on the eastern side. I went to turn my 
GoPro on to get some footage and as I as fumbled for 
the button with my gloves on, I pushed the camera off 
my helmet – NO! I had owned it for less than a week and 
it was gone. I had some choice words for a while, then 
got my trusty phone out to get some evidence. I came 
across some wind turbines and a katabatic airflow from 
the pass, upwind of where I had planned to stop. Those 
turbines really mess the air up behind them, so I quickly 
googled gas stations and found another close by. I made 
it in with about two litres of fuel left.

There was a message to call Shane and Katy, they 
wanted to see my tracklog. It had been a fine line to 
escape the congested launch area that morning, and it 
had looked like I had flown over houses. I had actually 
flown over fields on my way out, but as the tracker 
only records every five minutes, it looked different. 
While looking back at my track log just after takeoff, 
my phone died, so I couldn’t prove otherwise. I was 
penalised six hours no fly from when I landed.

I had to replan my next stop. With only just over two 
hours of daylight left to fly, I had to use every minute to 
make up for lost time. I decided to head further south 
than previously planned and take a full load of fuel so I 
could fly at full speed and make up some ground. I was 
helped by a little tailwind, which gave me speeds of over 
100km/h, so I flew to the next town where I could see 
accommodation for the night. I landed with 10 minutes 
to spare and made my way to the gas station, which also 
had accommodation and they did food. I got there just 
before closing. Perfect! 

I’d managed just under 300km this day and with 600 
to 700km to the finish, it’d be a massive next day or two 
days to the finish with favourable weather. I couldn’t 
believe it was taking so long. It hadn’t looked that far 
on the map!

Day 6: Monument Valley
I woke to the sound of leaves rustling in the wind. It was 
music to my ears – tailwind and a slow takeoff run. I had 
an easy launch and was off towards Monument Valley.

I had to make one stop to get there. I landed where 
Byron had stayed the night and went to the gas station 
to fuel up. When I got there, there was no fuel. Bugger! 
Before I realised there was no fuel, I had just put oil 
into both my motor and auxiliary tank. This posed a 
problem, because I now needed to take the auxiliary 
tank to get fuel on foot. If I’d filled the auxiliary up with 
fuel (along with the oil I’d just put in) I would have been 
transferring it back into my motor that already had oil in 
it. Essentially doubling up on the oil mix. This wouldn’t 
have been a problem if I had wanted to carry max fuel, 
but I was on the home stretch and wanted to minimise 
time and energy on the ground without having to make 
two trips to the petrol station on foot, or worse, having 
to carry my motor on my back the entire way there.

I ran back into the servo and grabbed a drink bottle, 
emptied it and poured in the fuel/oil mix from the 
auxiliary and took off running down the road in search 
of fuel with my fivelitre can. After a few litres of the 
good stuff, I was ready to go again. I ran back, poured it 
into my motor, and had just under a full standard tank to 
get to Monument Valley. I was confident this would last, 
it was only 140km.

I set up out the back of the gas station and launched 
right beside powerlines on a narrow track. A solid 
committed run and I was off, hot on Byron’s heels. I 
forgot to zip up my pocket with my sunnies in it and they 
soon went overboard and through my prop! Thankfully, 
there was no damage to the prop and I could keep going.

I’d been flying at full stick for 3/4 of the leg when 
I realised I couldn’t keep up this speed and make it to 
the Monument Valley turnpoint. I backed off and slowed 
right down to drop the RPMs to conserve fuel and make 
the last 40km with two litres of fuel in cross/headwind.

It was going to be super tight. I contemplated 
diverting to an alternate airfield to refuel, but that 
would mean another stop I wasn’t keen on. I gambled 
and decided to push on, then remembered I had the 
drink bottle with some fuel and oil mix. It had way too 
much oil in it to use on its own, so if I was going to use 
it, I had to get it in the tank quick sticks so it would mix 

with the other fuel. With some difficulty, I got my bag 
around in front of me and got the bottle out. I took the 
hose from my auxiliary tank and extracted the fuel from 
the bottle into my tank without spilling fuel all over me, 
but I wasn’t out of the woods yet. I still had 30km to go 
in a moderate crosswind. I was trimmed slow and milking 
any thermal lift I found, even taking a few turns in one 
to gain altitude.

There was some serious relief when I made 
Monument Valley. There hadn’t been any nice landing 
options, so the fact I made it with half a litre to spare 
was pretty miraculous. Landing never felt so good. I 
refuelled and attempted to launch. I’ll be honest, it was 
my worst launch ever. I was so tired, my arms were all 
over the place. I’d used up most of my runway sorting 
the glider out when I promptly ran out of runway and 
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Ground handling

All photos: Adventurists

Taking off, 2016

Parawaiting

The Adventuredivision trophy The night before the last sprint to the finish

The Icarus Race Division, 2015
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If you’re interested in joining in, the Icarus 
has three classes that cater to just about 
any pilot level: 
➲➲  Pure Adventure Division is unsupported and 

untimed. The winner of this class is the 
person who’s had the greatest adventure. 
➲➲  Adventure Division – ‘First’ or ‘Gentleman’s’ 

class as the organises tout it – for those 
who want support along the way. You can 
have your very own support crew that carries 
your spares, bed, clothes and tucks you in 
at night. 
➲➲  Lastly, there’s the Race Division, totally 

unsupported and timed. You must carry 
everything on you. No one can help you 
unless you find them. So you can ask a 
farmer for a lift, but you can’t have pre
organised it. 

The Australian Icarus XSeries is open to all 
pilots, not just pilots who are wanting to qualify 
for the US race. This year’s course route is yet to 
be planned. 

Last year we flew from Maitland to Crescent 
Head. Our very own HGFA President, Matt Smith, 
was first across the line. 

Dates for the Icarus XSeries are 10 to  
12 June (Queen’s Birthday long weekend) and 
again 9 to 10 November 2017. This is a fully 
supported Adventure Race, catering for all three 
Icarus classes. 

“Talking to a paramotorist after 
a flight involves a fair amount 
of high fiving and handshaking. 
Phrases like ‘pumped’, ‘yeah, boy!’, 
and ‘holy sh*t man’ are routinely 
bandied about. It takes at least 
15 minutes for the excitement to 

reduce to a simmer.”
Andrew Egan

stopped abruptly, falling on my knees, thankfully, unhurt 
(other than my pride). 

I was okay, my gear wasn’t. It suffered some damage 
when my throttle got bitten by the prop. My netting 
also took a hit and one blade had a chunk taken out of 
it. One of the guys there kindly fixed my prop, while I 
fixed my throttle and netting. I was super lucky with 
the timing, Shane from the Adventurists happened to 
be on that very airstrip and I was able to grab my spare 
parts. I finished off the prop and I was back in action. I 
timed the cycles better and psyched myself up to get a 
good run up. I was off, launching with a density altitude 
of over 6000ft. 

I had a good tailwind run towards the finish line and 
made another 200km before retiring for the day in a 
small town called Fredonia.

Landing in small towns is its own adventure. I was 
warned by a local lady that the hotel I had intended 
to stay at was run by a crazy cat woman and home to 
some interesting meth heads. I must have looked like a 
vulnerable Aussie in the middle of nowhere, so she got 
the all clear from her husband and kindly offered me a 
bed (less the cats and meth). We arrived at her place 
where I was met by her husband and his gun, joking... 
but I did wonder if the cats and meth may have been a 
better option! No, really, they were great, over dinner 
they offered to cordon off the road in the morning for me 
for take off. Where had the accommodating yanks been 
when I needed them at every other sketchy takeoff? 
Oh, I know, behind their phones filming my ungraceful 
launches, hoping for a faceplant. Ah, social media…

I slept well. I was excited, tomorrow would be my 
last leg. Bitter sweet really, I loved the race, but it was 
hard, I was exhausted. I was looking forward to catching 
up with the other guys and flying in good company. Plus, 
they looked like they’d been having a ball, sleeping in 
cosy motor homes, getting pissed... while I dodged meth 
addicts and cat ladies.

Day 7: Nevada
I got a lift back to the field I’d landed in by the lovely 
couple I stayed with. To my relief, there was seven to 
eight knots on the ground which was in my favour. It was 
a cross/tailwind run to the finish, some 140km away. I 
took off, the wind got stronger and more turbulent. It 
was okay but not pleasant. I stayed on track towards 
goal, realising I would have to climb above the big 
mountains to avoid the turbulence downwind. It took 
time, but I climbed to about 8500ft. Slowly but surely 
it became smoother as the winds got lighter the higher 
I climbed.

About 30km out, I spotted a plane at my four o’clock. 
I was trying to work out if it was Trevor or not. As it got 
closer, it was clearly him and I breathed a sigh of relief. 
Trevor was flying the spotter plane, and taking epic 
photos that would not have been possible otherwise.

With Trevor by my side, I flew over the last lot of 
massive mountains at over 11000ft. Amazed at what 
I’d just experienced, I cruised down to the airfield on 
the other side of the finish line and landed between 
the cones. 

I was chuffed with the result; it was such a relief to 
have finally completed one of the most epic journeys 
I have ever done and it was a pleasure to share my 
experience with everyone along the way. And with that 
it was over for 2016.  

I want to thank the State Associations for their support 
and everyone for all the words of encouragement along 
the way. Special thanks to my lovely wife, Johanna, for 
helping me achieve this and hold the fort while I was 
away. I couldn’t wait to get home to my wife and kids. 

Hello all – I am pleased to advise that the new 
Teewah launch is now open for operation. This 
project had its genesis a number of years ago 

and was finally completed by our volunteers and cleared 
by Queensland Parks & Wildlife officials for use. 

By the time this prints, the new set up area, leading 
down to the launch, will have receive some new steps 
constructed in the foreground left, to ensure the 
hessian covered areas are not disturbed. The launch 
area is covered by trail pads which will stabilise the dune 
and protect it from erosion whilst allowing new growth 
to emerge through the pads over time. The underlying 
root systems will then further stabilise the area.

When using the site, it is important to stay off all 
the hessian covered areas, there to protect the dune 
area against wind and erosion and to provide a base for 
regeneration.

The launch is now much more open to the north and 
south than previously, and we believe it will be a safer 
facility than its predecessor. In siting and constructing 
it, many issues needed to be addressed, and all involved 
were constantly looking to find the right balance 
between the environmental imperatives for the dunal 
area and the need to ensure the finished launch was 
fit for purpose and provided improved functionality 
and safety for users. The track leading up to the launch 
has also been improved and the entire facility is a great 
outcome for QP&WS and the SCSA club.

Funding for the project was sourced by QP&WS from 
monies collected from Cooloola recreation area users 
(including our own members and commercial operators) 
and it is a credit to all authorities that these funds are 
being used to demonstrably improve infrastructure 
within the same area for park users.

I particularly want to acknowledge 
and express SCSA gratitude to 
QP&WS Senior Ranger, Col Lawton, 
and his staff – in particular Rangers 
Keiran Hoey, Michael Ford, Mack 
Middis and Steven Jardine and the 
many others who were involved in bringing this 
project to fruition. Thank you also to all the SCSA 
members who participated in the working bees and 
planning meetings – particularly Kent Gosden, Paul 
Reilly and David Cookman.

We will be organising an official opening for the 
near future which will likely involve a barbecue on 
site to thank all the QP&WS staff. In the meantime, 
the site is open to all members – safe and enjoyable 
flying to all. 

by Paul Green, President Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators

Some regrowth is already starting to emerge through the pads

Active
Clubs

Teewah Ramp Opening

Dave prepares for the day

Trophy champion 2015, Dave Wainwright
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Flying cross-country, 2015

Some of the QP&WS staff and club volunteers who participated in the final working bee

The site of the former wooden ramp is now closed for re-generation
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Pilot Accommodation Canungra
Want to stay in comfort in Canungra?

Check out Andrew and Wendy Horchner’s new B&B 
option, comfortable and close to flying sites. 

See [www.theoddgecko.com.au] for more.
Andrew Horchner

 

New Products
AirDesign Donut Rescue System
The AirDesign Donut rescue system combines the 
positive characteristics from both square and annular 
(round) rescues. The Donut is cut like a square canopy, 
but in the air presents more like a traditional annular. 

Subsequently, packing is still as simple as with 
conventional round rescue systems. 

The Donut’s revolutionary design provides fast 
opening times and its four centre lines create a higher 
projected surface, resulting in low sink values. Side 
vents make the rescue impressively oscillation stable. 

Due to the new design concept, we were able to 
reduce the total amount of material used compared to 
a conventional round rescue, placing the Donut in the 
standard light rescue weight range. The 100kg max 
comes in at a mere 1300g, and the 120kg max at 1500g. 

You may have noticed that AirDesign has elected to 
certify their rescue systems under the EN certification 
norm rather than the LTF system norm. This is due 
to the fact that the maximum allowable sink rate 
for the EN system is 5.5m/s while the LTF system 
allows 6.7m/s. Never happy with achieving a minimum 
standard, AirDesign strived for a greater level of safety, 
with our rescues achieving a sink rate of just 4.6m/s.

Mark Rossi, Cloudbase Paragliding Australia

Human Factors
Air (the environment) -Man (I’m safe) -Ship (the aircraft)

I’M SAFE
Illness? 
Do I have an illness or any symptoms of an illness or disorder?

Medication and other drugs?
Have I been taking or mixing prescription, over-the-counter or recreational drugs?

Stress?
Am I under psychological pressure from my job or personal circumstances?
Am I worried about financial matters, health problems or family matters?

Alcohol?
Have I been consuming alcohol within the previous eight hours? 

Is my blood alcohol level less than 0.02? 
Would my average alcohol consumption be greater than ‘very low risk’? 

Fatigue?
Am I tired or inadequately rested?

Eating and Drinking?
Am I adequately nourished and hydrated?

N
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s

Three wings over Corryong

Photo: Jo Hjortshoj

The RX Pro incorporates a new look 
undersurface layout and several 
innovative sail upgrades to further 
improve climb, handling and performance. 

Now available in four sizes:
➲➲ RX3  138ft2/12.8m2

➲➲ RX 3.5  145ft2/13.5m2

➲➲ RX 4  150 sq ft2/13.9m2

➲➲ RX 5  159ft2/14/8m2

We also have a cool new 
colour selector online at [http://
moyes.com.au/products/hang-
gliders/litespeed-rx /colour-
selector] and updated order 
form at [http://moyes.com.
au/products/hang-gliders/lite 
speed-rx/order-form].

Vicki Cain, Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd 

Moyes Release The RX Pro
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Forms and Documents
HGFA Documents are now available  

in the Member Zone of the HGFA website  
[www.hgfa.asn.au].

To access them select 

and then select ‘Documents’  
in the lefthand menu.

These documents are constantly being updated, 
so download them as you need them.  

DO NOT save them for later use.
The office will not accept outdated forms.

Documents available to the general public  
will be accessible on the website,  

in a separate area, shortly.

HGFA Office Manager

Like all adventure sports 

enthusiasts, HGFA members 

know the thrill of pure flight 

can be risky, that’s part of the 

adventure. But we’re also smart enough to manage that risk 

when we can.  So it was no surprise that our 2016 poll about 

insurance prompted the highest response rate we’ve ever had. 

by Matt Smith, HGFA President

A huge majority agreed some kind of Personal 
Accident Insurance would be ideal but there 
was less consensus on what that cover 

should look like. Some only wanted basic cover while 
others were looking for premium cover. 

So this year we’ve been investigating the contractual 
details of giving our members the option of both. We 
expect to be able to bring you a full update in March but 
what I can tell you is that we plan to offer members basic 
cover at no extra cost with the option to pay a premium 
for a higher level of cover. 

Dick Smith Donation
The HGFA is also the recipient of a generous donation of 
$10,000 from Dick Smith. As well as being a successful 
Australian entrepreneur and businessman Dick is also a 
keen aviator. Because we are an association that is all 

about our members we are asking for your ideas on how 
to spend the money. 

Send your ideas on how we should spend the funds 
to support and promote our wonderful sport to editor@
hgfa.asn.au. From there we will consolidate the results, 
make a decision, and give you an update on the outcome.

2017 Member Survey
This year we are surveying members for their views, 
ideas, and inspiration on how we can improve our 
services and build a strong future for our sport.  As an 
incentive, we’re giving away five $50 vouchers in prizes 
to a retail store of the winner’s choice. 

The survey only takes around 10 minutes to 
complete, and for you views to be included it needs 
to be filled out by 28th February. You can access the 

survey here [www.surveymonkey.com/r/HGFA2017]. 
Thank you for your input.

Finally I’d also like to welcome two new members 
to the National Committee. Brodrick Osborne joins as 
the representative for North Queensland while Paul 
Green comes on board as the representative for South 
Queensland. It’s great to have Queensland properly 
represented at the national level again. 

Enjoy the thrill of pure flight in 2017.  

President’s
Update

Jan Bennewitz having fun at Cheynes Beach, near Albany, WA

Photo: Cindi Thornton

Flying at Lake George, NSW

Photos: Nic Welbourn
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smith.cloudnine@gmail.com>, Sandy Thompson  
0419 250220.

Sky Hawks
[www.skyhawks.org.au]. Pres/SSO: Brett 
Coupland 0409 162616 <brettcoupland@
gmail.com>; VPres: Tony Dennis 0418 
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: Sean 
Seery <seery5791@gmail.com>; Trs: John 
Jablonskis 0407 935785 <johnj j27@
hotmail.com>; SSOs: Lee Scott 0400 814811, 
Grant Cassar 0419 798684.

Stanwell Park HG & PG Club Inc.
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]. Pres: Dave Bateman 
< p r e s i d e n t f l y s t a n w e l l @ g m a i l . c o m >; 
VPres: Peter Garbett; Sec/SSO: Mark Mitsos 
0408 864083 <SSO@flystanwell.com> 
<secretary@flystanwell.com>; Trs: John 
Scicluna; Committee: James Burford, Larry 
Davis, Peter Wennesten, Rob De Groot, Sean 
Seery; SSO: Martin Wysocki 0409 959691 
<hollywood@flyforfly.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club
755 Mt Hercles Rd, Razor Back NSW 2571 
[w w w.s ydneyhang gl idingclub.org.au] 
<shgc@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard 
0417 467695 <kstothar@optusnet.com.
au>; Sec: Peter Garrone 0429 699244 
<garrone.peter@gmail.com>; Trs: John Selby 
0414 218391 <illegible <jselby@pivot.net.
au>; SO: Doug Sole <dougsole@optusnet.
com.au>; SSO: Martin Wielecki 0437 265225. 
Meetings: Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac Pde, 
Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.com.au]. Pres: Melissa Pemberton 
0401 141961 <melissa@ebyd.com.au>; VPres: 
Greg Hurst 0417 908496 <greg@sydneypara 
gliding.com.au>; Sec: Corey Snell 0422 629093  
<coreysnell@hotmail.com>; Trs: Bernhard Hur 
zeler 0414 188339 <hurzeler@icmconsulting.
com.au>; Committee: Doug Hazell, Kristen 
Rickard, Guy Mckanna; SSOPG: David Holmes 
0408 366505 <ny_studios@hotmail.com>; 
SSOPPG: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett 
@ppgaustralia.com>; SSOHG: Rohan Taylor 
0425 268080 <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. 
Meeting: Harbord Bowling Club, Bennett St, 
Freshwater, 7pm, 1st Tue/month (except Jan).

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)
3 Balmoral Dr, Wodonga VIC 3690 [www.
thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew Shipley 
<andrewshipley@netspace.net.au> 0407 511 
451; VPres: Dave Tymms 0409 405290; 
Sec: Jos Weemaes <jweemaes@yahoo.com> 
0488 693788; Trs/SSO: Mike Forwood 0427 
310686; SSO: Rick Clarke 0409 955089; 
Committee: Chris Byrne, Justin Shaw.

Queensland
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 661, Smithfield QLD 4878 [www. 
cairnshangglidingclub.org] <flying@cairns 
hangglidingclub.org>. Pres: Vanessa Spark 
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes 
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com.au>; Trs/SSO: Daniel Keech <dkeech1@
hotmail.com>; Committee: Ted Powell, Brodrick 
Osborne (SSO), Joe Reyes.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.asn. 
au]. Pres: Walt Nielsen 0439 072013 <presi 
dent@chgc.asn.au>; VPres/SSO HG: Ken Hill 
0418 188655 <vicepresident@chgc.asn.au>; 
Sec: Kate Baker 0403 991878 <secretary@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096 
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; SSOs: Phil Hystek 
0418 155317, Brandon O’Donnell 0416 
089889, Trevor Purcell 0418 766508 .

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc.
92 Stanley St, Rockhampton QLD 4700. Pres/
SSO: Shayne TowersHammond 0434 544148 
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Gonch 
0434 544148 <bgonch@gmail.com>; Trs/
SO: Fraser Strain; CFI: JeanLuc Lejaille 0418 
754157 <rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com>.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
127 Fons Dr, Glendale Park QLD 4711. Pres: 
Alister Dixon 0438 845119, <apdixon@
bigpond.com>; Sec: James Lowe 0418 963315 
<j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>; Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 
49362699 <jaw12@bigpond.com>; Events: 
Jon Wall 0427 177237 <jonathon.a.wall@
team.telstra.com>; SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 
740187, 07 49387607. Towing Biloela: Paul 
Barry 07 49922865 <prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club
17 Mizzen St, Manly West QLD 4179 <annie.
bruce@bigpond.com>. Pres/SSO: Bruce 
Crerar; Sec/Trs: Annie Crerar 0418 711821.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc.
Lot 29 Capricorn Hwy, Duaringa QLD 4712. 
Pres: Paul Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.
com.au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902 
<timothyjosborn1@gmail.com>.

Fly Killarney Inc.
[www.flykillarney.com.au]. For all informa
tion regarding flying in Killarney please see 
contacts under ‘Wicked Wings Toowoomba/
Killarney HG & PG Club Inc’.

Paradise Flyers Inc.
[groupspaces.com/ParadiseFlyers]. Pres: 
Santiago Ayala 0438 612790 <Santiago.Ayala@
yahoo.com>; Sec: Brett Paull 0450 293199 
<brettpaull70@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar 
0419 798684 <grant_cassar@yahoo.com>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.
PO Box 2399, Noosa Heads QLD 4561 [www.
sunshinecoastsportsaviators.com.au]. Pres: Paul 
Green 0412 376719 <president@sunshine 
coastsportsaviators.com.au>; VPres/
SSO (HG) David Cookman 0427 498573; 
Sec: Paul Reilly 0411 145458 <secretary@
sunshinecoastsportsaviators.com.au>; Trs: 
Allan Hutchinson 0422 357833; SSOs (PG): 
JeanLuc Lejaille 0418 754157, Shane Gingell 
0417 619167, Tex Beck 0407 238017.

Surf & Turf Flyers 
Pres: Fabian Fabbro 0403 322205 <fabian@
timepet.com.au>; Sec: Daniel Hutchins.

Townsville Hang Gliding Club Inc.
20 Wood St, Mundingburra, QLD 4812, 
[sitework@mackay.net.au].

Wicked Wings Toowoomba/Killarney  
HG & PG Club Inc.
190 Drayton St, Laidley QLD 4341. Pres: Peter 
Schwenderling 0427 461347 <swendo1 
@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 
156256 <sonyafardell@yahoo.com.au>;  
Trs: Peter Harding 0427 119314 <peter60@
live.com.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLD 4740. Sec: 
Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913 <sitework@
bigpond.net.au>.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
c/o Rob Van Der Klooster, 44 Tanner St, Break 
water VIC 3219, <dynasoarers@gmail.com>;  
Pres: Peter Hannah 0422 148545; SSO: Rob  
van der Klooster 0408 335559, Jan Benne 
witz 0423 139923. Meetings: 1st Fri/month, 
venue see [www.dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
Unit 3/421 Melbourne Rd, Newport, VIC 
3015 [www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Johannes 
Straub 0449 866513 <jstraub@gmx.net>; 
Sec: Darryl Biggar 0422 519972 <darryl.
biggar21@gmail.com>; Trs: Noel Bear 0425 
801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>; SSO: 
Glenn Bachelor; Committee: Neale Halsall, 
James Atkinson. Meetings: 2nd Wed/
month, The Palace Hotel, 505 City Rd, South 
Melbourne, VIC 3205 

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741,[www.nevhgc.
net]. Pres: Wally Arcidiacono 0481 283489 
<wally_arcidiacono@hotmail.com>; Sec: Barb 
Scott 0408 844224 <scott.bj@gmail.com>; 
SSO: Karl Texler 0428 385144 <brightvt@
netc.net.au>; Committee: Bill Brooks 
<piratebill.brooks@gmail.com>, Clara Knoche 
<clara.knoche@web.de>, Brendan Fraser 
<brendan@zoho.com>. Meetings: [nevhgc
membersforum@googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club
PO Box 441, Kew VIC 3101, [www.skyhigh 
paragliding.org]. Pres: Garrath Evans <pres@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; VPres: David 
Laird <vp@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: 
Beny Aycardo <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Sec: Phil Lyng <sec@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; M’ship: John Corlett <mem@skyhigh 
paragliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Damien Marks 
<nov@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Web: 
Romann Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; Merch: Michael Armstrong <merchrep 
@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew 
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month 
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St, 
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.
[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au] Pres/
Sec: Ian Rees 03 97621364 <president@
southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; VPres: Noel 
Clifford (RAA); Trs: Tony Batson <treasurer@
southernmicrolightclub.com.au>. Meetings: 
2nd Tues/month, Manhattern Hotel, Cnr 
Heatherdale & Canterbury Rds, Ringwood, 
6pm for dinner, 7pm meeting.

Victorian Air Hogs Inc.
75 Sandringham Pd, Newtown VIC 3220, 
[groupspaces.com/AirHogs], [skypirates. 

freeforums.org/]. Pres: Scott Uttley <scott 
4pm@gmail.com>; VPres: Bohdan Philippa 
<bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc. 
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; VPres: 
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating 
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Nicky Shalders; Trs:  
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp 
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve 
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will 
Faulkner. Meet ings: Last Sat/month, The 
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia
Albany Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 5036, Albany WA 6332. Pres/
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;  
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
147 Bruns Dr, Darling Downs WA 6122. Pres/
SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971 <rmerigan@
paraglidewesternaustralia.com.au>; VPres/
SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@yahoo.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown 0407 700378 
<secretary@cloudbase.asn.au>. Meetings: 
Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park 
Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
3 Edgar St, Kalgoorlie WA 6430 [members.
iinet.au/~petercep]. Pres/SSO (Kalgoorlie): 
Murray Wood 0427 328638 <muzel71@
bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Phil Clarkson  
0405 144475 <phil.clarkson@hotmail.com.
au>; Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSOs (Perth): Mark Stokoe 0414 
932461 <wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, Richard 
Breyley 0417 986896.

WA Hill Flyers Club Inc.
186 Blackadder Rd, Swanview WA 6056. Pres/
SSO: Rick Williams 0427 057961 <rickwillfly@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/SSO: Gary Bennett 0412 
124264 <redshift.46@gmail.com>; Trs/SSO: 
David Longman 08 93859469 <longman@
internode.on.net>. Meetings held on site during 
club flyins at York.

WA Skypirates Paramotoring Club
24 Baretta Rd, WA 6065. Pres/SSO: Mark 
Wild 0411 423923 <mwild@gastech.com.
au>; Trs: Mark Hayton 0439 513465 <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com>; Sec/SSO: Neil Angwin 
0409 174434 <ccleaner@iinet.net.au>; SSO: 
Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Microlight Club Inc 
25 Taylor St, Eaton WA 6232. Pres: Brian 
Watts 0407 552362; Sec: Paul Coffey 0428 
504285 <pcoffey@bis.net.au>.

Western Soarers 
3 Perrin Cr, Clarkson WA 6030; [www.facebook. 
com/westernsoarers]. Pres: Michael Duffy 0402  
020098 <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; VPres: Jason  
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Robert 
Burnett 0407 303454 <wshgc@hgfa.asn.
au>; Trs: Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; 
SSOs: Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty 
Coull, Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings: 
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].

 

All correspondence, including 
changes of address, member- 
ship renewals, short term 
memberships, rating forms 
and other administrative 
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 
3033, &➲ 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177 
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

Emergency Contact &➲0417 644 633.

HGFA Operations Manager
Brett Coupland <manager.operations@hgfa.
asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager

Melinda Goullet & 03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.
asn.au> <melinda.goullet@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲➲  For information about site ratings, sites 
and other local matters, contact the appro-
pri ate State asso ciations, region or club.

HGFA Committee  
of Management
Pres: Matthew Smith <president@hgfa. 
asn.au> &➲0466 399850.
V-Pres: Rob Woodward <vicepresident@hgfa. 
asn.au> <rob.woodward@hgfa.asn.au> &➲0400 
759105.
Sec: Mark Rossi <secretary@hgfa.asn.au> 
<mark.rossi@hgfa.asn.au>.
Trs: Brian Webb <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au> 
<brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au> &➲0417 530972.
Committee Members:
Chris Noye <chris.noye@hgfa.asn.au> 
Rick Williams <rick.williams@hgfa.asn.au> 
Phillip de la Hunty <phillip.de.la.hunty@hgfa.
asn.au> 
Iain Clarke <iain.clarke@hgfa.asn.au> &➲
0419 892992.
Mark Pike <mark.pike@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association
[www.acthpa.org] <office@acthpa. 
org>. Pres: Terri Jewell 0411 236715 
<tjewell69@gmail.com>; VPres/
SSO: Geoff Robertson; Trs: Aimee 
Nizette <treasurer.acthpa@gmail.
com>; Sec: Kristina Smith 0407 

905554 <kdsmith71@gmail.com>; PO: Chop 
Lamont 0407 771075; SSO: Matthew Smith, 
Alistair Dickie 0422 970408, Phil Robinson 
0419 030016; Committee: Clancy Pamment, 
Dave Hanna. Meetings: 1st Tue/month 
7:30pm, except January, Canberra Labor Club, 
Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936, [www.hgfa.
asn.au/~hgawa]. Pres: Peter South 0417 930 
142 <ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; VPres: 
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417 986 
896 <richard.breyley@masta.com.au>; Trs: 
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth 
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike 
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill 
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association
PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755 
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf 
Gittfried <president@nswhpa.org>, 0466 
566288; VPres: John Harriott <Vice
President@nswhpa.org>, 0412 442705; 
Sec: Michael Stott <secretary@nswhpa.org>, 
0418 652774; Trs: John Brassil <treasurer@
nswhpa.org>, 0419 285802; PO/Assist. Trs: 
Nir Eshed 0423 422494; Committee: Phillip 
de la Hunty (NSW HGFA Rep), Fred Crous, Nils 
Vesk, Matthew Te Hira.

North Queensland HG Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881, [www.
cairnshangglidingclub.org] <flying@cairns 
hangglidingclub.org>. Pres: Daniel Keech 
0427 888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; 
Sec/Trs: Tracey Hayes 0418 963796 <info@
azurephotography.com>; PG Rep: Brett Collier 
0431 151150.

Southern Queensland HG Association
24 Honeydew Pl, Ninderry QLD 4561. Pres: 
John Vasta 0416 283883 <admin@johnvasta.
com>, Sec: Paul Reilly 0411 145458.

South Australian HG Association Inc
PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA 5000 
<sahga.exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Peter Bolton  
0401 368736 <pbolt@ozemail.com.au>; 
VPres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796; Sec/
Trs: Robert Woodward 0408 808436 <rob.
woodward@rbw1.com.au> (SA/NT State 
Rep); SSO (HG): Helen 0427 656545; SSOs 
(PG): Adam Stott, Peter Allen; SO (PG): 
Steve Savage 0408 889737. PG Rep: Mark 
Elston 0428 480820; SSO (PPG): Adrian 
Palfrey 0408 341181, M’ship: Dave Wilson, 
Sthn sites: Geoff Fisher; Nthn sites: Peter 
Bolton; ML: Garry Fimeri (SDFC) 0428 111249, 
Committee: Paul Kelley.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association
PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [thpa.org.
au] <THPA@gmail.com>. Pres: Phil Joughin 
0434 364813 <phillip.joughin@gmail.com>; 
VPres: Iain Clarke 0449 086961; Sec: Rob Steane 
0418 146137 <robsteane@iinet.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa. 
org.au]. Pres: Rob Van Der Klooster 0408 335 
559 <president@vhpa.org.net>; Sec: Stephen 
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.net>; Trs: Peter Kemeny 0409 028165 
<treasurer@vhpa.org.net>; SO: Matthew 
Hall 0418 517407 <safetyofficer@vhpa.
org.net>; Site Dev: Adam Young 0422 383 
214 <adam@fibreopt.com.au>; Web: Jan 
Bennewitz 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Committee: Romann Kudinoff 
0414 971533 <romann@kudinoff.com.au>, 
Michael Armstrong, Alister Johnson.

ACT 
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club Inc.
6 Miago Ct, Ngunnawal ACT 2913, 
[www.dustydemons.com]. Pres: Trent 
Brown 0427 557486 <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 
813746 <peter.dall@casa.com.au>; 
SSO: Stephen McCarthy.

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
190 Wyndham St, Alexandria NSW 2015; 
[bmhgc.blogspot.com] <blue.mountains.hang. 
gliding@gmail.com>. Pres: Julian Andersen 
0414 865894 <julian_andersen@hotmail.
com>; Sec/SSO: Alex Drew 0423 696677 
<revant01@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Stephen 
Moon; SSOs: Allan Bush (HG) 0407 814524 
<bethandallen@bigpond.com>, Che Golus 
(PG) 0429 432031 <chegolus@gmail.com>. 

Central Coast Sky Surfers 
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Scott Cairns 
<p re side n t@ce n tr a l co as t sky sur fe r s .
com>; Sec: Matthew Collins <secretary@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; Trs: Phillip 
Wheen <treasurer@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, SSOs: Geoffrey Bednal, Javier Alvarez 
0418 116681 <mediacentralcoastskysurfers.
com>. Meetings: 1st Tue/month, 7:30pm, 
Gosford Sailing Club, Masons Parade, Gosford. 

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.
9 Eskdale Park Dr, Seaham NSW 2324. Pres: 
Ray Sparkes 0433 917011 <absolutelyturf@
gmail.com>; VPres: Andrew Swan 0421 
204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404 
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres: Frank 
Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@bigpond 
com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim Causer 0418 
433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Micalago Station, Michelago NSW 2620 [www.
alpineparagliding.com]; Pres: Michael Porter 
0415 920444 <porter.michael60@gmail.
com>; VPres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491 
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston  
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Manilla SkySailors Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org. 
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785 
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, VPres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm 
ail.com>, SSO (HG): Mark Russell 0434 895185.

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc.
470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Dan Rose 0411 897255 
<president@midnorthcoastflyers.com.au>; 
VPres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec: 
David Stevens 0491 038060 <secretary@
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au>. SSOs: David 
Wainwright 0429 844961, Chris Rogers 0407 
918099, Scott Collyer.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 991, Newcastle NSW 2300 [www.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Ward Gunn 0414 356588 
<president@nhgc.asn.au>; VPres: Adrian 
Mulder 0420 359863 <vicepresident@nhgc.
asn.au>; Sec: John Spencer 0432 112175 
<secretary@nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Nicola 
Bowskill 0406 639298 <treasurer@nhgc.
asn.au>; SO (inland/coastal): Tony Barton 
0412 607815; News letter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm  
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club
PO Box 3033, Valentine NSW 2280. Pres: 
Gavin Morris 0405 201375 <griningav@
hotmail.com>; VPres: Peter Beamish 0416 
031793; Sec: Andrew Burchell 0403 772563 
<andrewburchell1@gmail.com>; Trs: Michael 
Johnson 0409 244049; SSO: Robin Lane  
0490 349441. Meetings: Last Tue/month, 
7:30pm, Hexham Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Rd, Mosman NSW 2088. 
Pres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318 <careel 
headplumbing@gmail.com>; Sec: Gregory Evans  
0422 688491 <nbhgc.secretary@gmail.com>; 
Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834 <alan@2t4l.
com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412 728959 <doug 
sole@optusnet.com.au>. 

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club
13/111 Kalinga St, Ballina NSW 2478; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>. Pres:  
Irvin Evans 0432 273499; VPres: Daniel 
Meintjes 0420 593719; Sec: Adell Meintjes 
0401 088687; Trs: James McEwan 0437 
368999; SSOs: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jan 

All clubs please check details in this section carefully
Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details 
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific 
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs. 

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs
Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office 
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments 
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and 
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required 

to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if 
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or 
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.
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Professional Paragliding
➲➲ Tandem Introductory Flights
➲➲ Paragliding Courses and Certifications
➲➲ Pilot Development Clinics
➲➲ Free Introduction course
➲➲ Tandem Endorsements
➲➲ Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd

Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412 271 404

<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au> 
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Poliglide Paragliding 
Specialising in  

Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲➲ ➲Sales and service of paragliding and motorised 

paragliding equipment.
➲➲ ➲Sport and Exercise Science trained.

➲

Importer of 
Swing  FreshBreeze motors Crispi Boots 
gliders since 1999 since 2001 since 2001

Reseller of Flytec & Icom

www.poliglide.com.au
0428 666 843
Andrew Polidano CFI

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as 
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to 
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, 
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding 
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & 
instructing for over 10 years.

Courses
➲➲ Introductory & HGFA licence course
➲➲ Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
➲➲ SIV courses
➲➲ Tow courses
➲➲ XC tandem flights
➲➲ Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.  
See website for details.

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves, 
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight 
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854 455 

[www.activeflight.com.au]

VictoriaNew South Wales

Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider Repairer 
Testing & Repairs
➲➲  Comprehensive testing and 

repairs to all paragliders
➲➲  Fully equipped service and 

repair agents for: Advance, 
Aerodyne, Airwave, BioAir, 
Gin, Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, 
Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing, UP

➲➲  Full written report 
➲➲  Harness repair and modifications
➲➲  Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲  Parachute repacking
➲➲  Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,  

New Zealand and Asia
➲➲  Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550 
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>

[www.waparagliding.com]

Western Australia
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Manilla evening

Photo: Tex Bec

Queensland

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast 

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School 

CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG
Contact: 

<info@canungraskysports.com.au> 
Phone: 0457 287 200

+
Capricorn Sky Sports

Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School 

CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG
Contact: 

<lisa@extremeair.co.nz> 
Phone: 0457 287 200

Rainbow Paragliding • APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment

APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty  
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique  

in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction 
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders 

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>
➲➲ Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based 

on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has 
access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in 
the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and world 
famous Rain bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly 
all year round, 60km crosscountry flights have been 
achieved in winter!

➲➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four stu dents per 
instructor, for quality personalised tui tion at your own 
pace, between eight to 10 days.

➲➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Ground handling, top landing or asym 
metric recovery techniques: Come learn with the experts.

➲➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR 
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and 
the knowledge. 

➲➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and secondhand, tradein, 
maintenance and repairs.

➲➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: JeanLuc Lejaille, CFI and senior 
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue 
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience, 
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192 
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157 

Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com> 
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]
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Microlights & Equipment

Airborne XT 582 Outback 912 with Arrow S strutted wing, 65 
hrs on base, 20 hrs on wing. Comes with many extras.Always 
hangared & well serviced. Priced to sell – $40000, trailer 
optional – $3000. Contact: John & 0419 793877.

Airborne Edge X 582, Streak wing 326 hrs – $12000, Microlight 
XT 912, Streak 3 wing, 337 hrs – $18000, Buzzard 503 
Wizard wing – $6000. All hangared near Tarago, NSW. Offers 
considered. Contact: Rod & 02 9521 1733 or 0405 180831.

General Classifieds
Kangook.com

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex 
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve 
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection 
with prices. Contact: Ron &➲0403 975041.

The HG & PG Handbook  
for Australian Pilots

A primer for Restricted, Inter
mediate & Advanced HG and PG 

theory exams. Now in an expanded 
2nd edition. Up to date with the 

2015 HGFA Ops Manual.  
[www.tiliquabooks.com.au]

Concertina Bag
PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA 

SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System
PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA 

SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

 

Classifieds are free of charge to private HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue 
will be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@
hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 3033. The deadline is the 1st of the month, 
one month prior to pub li cation date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, resub mission 
must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for prospective 
buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verifi ca tion). (Note: The above does not apply to com mer cial operators. Instructors/
Schools/Businesses may place multiple classified entries, but will be charged at commercial advertising rates. Commercial Calendar 
events are included under this ruling.)

Advertising Guidelines
All aircraft should be suitable for the intend ed use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being 
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the mainte nance requirements as 
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should 
always be inspected by an indepen dent person, an Instructor wherever possi ble. Advice should be sought as to the 
con di tion, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of mainte nance logs for the 
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the 
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.C
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Flying from Middle Brother  
on the Mid-North Coast, NSW

Photo: Joel Price
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Airborne Windsports – M3-Sport IBC
Alpine PG – XCkms 7
CASA – Close Call 33
Cloudbase – Bali 19
Cloudbase – Flymaster IFC
Cure  5
HGFA – Forms and Documents  32
HGFA – Visiting Pilot Membership 13
HGFA – Human Factors 30

Manilla Paragliding – Ascent2 29
Manilla Paragliding – Companion SQR Series 11
Manilla Paragliding – Flying Accessories 35
Manilla Paragliding – Iota 9
Manilla Paragliding – Oudie 4 27
Moyes – Tribal BC
Natalie’s Travel Insurance 9
The Odd Gecko 31




